Harley davidson fuel pump wiring

Log in or Sign up. Harley Davidson Forums. Problem I am having is with fuel pump. I turn the
ignition and hear the pump whine. Hit the start button and it fires up. Ride it just a block or so
and it dies. Eventually after repeated tries on the run switch the relay stops chattering
completely and I get nothing. If I let the bike sit for an hour or so I can complete the whole
scenario over again. Hit the run switch Fuel pump whines as normal, bike starts then dies after
a short trip. Back to relay chattering. I have changed the fuel pump relay, battery voltages
appears good, I have checked wiring for nicks. No engine codes. Where should I look next?
Appears fuel pump is working because the bike runs, but not for very long. Does appear to be a
short, as it runs for a period of time. The "letting it sit" part is where I am stumped? Is it over
heating issue? It never really runs long enough to get very hot. I have service manual and
schematics, I have been stuck in the garage far to long and I am trying not to give up and take it
in. Any help is appreciated. Is the socket for the relay good and clean inside? If you could get a
voltage at the relay on the coil side of the relay, it would tell the story. Of course you need to
disconnect battery cables at both ends clean, and tighten, Same for grounds remove, clean
tighten. Sure sounds like a vibration issue more than a heat issue. Bodeen , Aug 19, I think I am
going to check for Fuel Hose holes as decribed here: hdtimeline. I do hear some noise inside
the tank when the fuel pump primes, but It's hard to tell if its suppose to sound like that. Sounds
to me like the fuel pump itself is going. If you haven't had the fuel lines changed, now is the time
to do it. Going into the fuel tank is easier than you think. The only difficult part is getting the fuel
filter assembly to pivot. Search videos on YouTube there's many on how to do it. You should be
able to reuse all gaskets and screws. Webbtron , Aug 19, I was able to get the pump assembly
out of the tank, without too much trouble. I inspected the suppy line for known issue of rubbing
holes. I can definetly see where it was rubing the tank however I do not think it has rubbed
through yet. I tried blowing into the line and did not see a leak. I am hoping the pump itself can
be replaced without replacing the whole assembly. That is not a "Maybe I will try it" fix. I will
replace the supply line, since I have the tank open. And I will check to see if the pump can be
replaced by itself. As far as the pump itself is concerned does this make sense to anyone? The
pump works fine for a short period of time, then quits. Attempts to try to restart would make the
fuel pump relay stop,start, stutter, trying to get the pump to start and it can't. I know a chattering
relay usually means low voltage, but It seems I got power. I also know now, I cannot realy
perform any more testing until I get the tank put bak together. I have inspected those wires,
Thanks. I have also checked almost every other wire on the bike. But as I get further into this, I
am no longer suspecting a short. The problem has become so consistent and predictable. It
starts, runs for awhile, then quits. Let it sit for awhile, and it repeats the whole process over
again. Last edited by a moderator: Aug 19, Still think the pump itself is going and locking up. It's
drawing too much current and causing the relay to kick out.. Run the pump while out of the
tank, just put the pickup in a supply of fuel, plug the end of the pressure regulator. You should
hear how healthy it is running on bench. Hoople , Aug 19, I have a schematic showing a
separate fuel pump relay. I have 3 relays under the seat. Normally when I hit the run switch I get
a whine from the fuel pump that lasts seconds and stops. After the bike dies and I try to restart
the fuel pump only whines for about one second, then stops then whines again for one second
and stops, and you can also hear the fuel pump relay click on and off in concert with the fuel
pump. Eventually the sporatic fuel pumps stops completely. Then when I let it sit for at lest one
hour, it will start again. I do not have any codes displayed. You must log in or sign up to reply
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not available for this variation. BIN HD International Priority Shipping. J This harness is a
component of Screamin' Eagle cubic inch cc Engine Conversion kits. Refer to those kits for
fitment information. Rider and passenger safety depend upon the correct installation of this kit.
Use the appropriate service manual procedures. If the procedure is not within your capabilities
or you do not have the correct tools, have a Harley-Davidson dealer perform the installation.
Improper installation of this kit could result in death or serious injury. This instruction sheet
references service manual information. A service manual for your model motorcycle is required
for this installation and is available from a Harley-Davidson dealer. A service manual for your
model motorcycle is available from your Harley-Davidson dealer. See Figure 6 and Table 1. If
vehicle is equipped with Harley-Davidson Smart Security System, see owner's manual for
instructions to disarm the system. To prevent accidental vehicle start-up, which could cause
death or serious injury, disconnect negative - battery cable before proceeding. When servicing
the fuel system, do not smoke or allow open flame or sparks in the vicinity. Gasoline is
extremely flammable and highly explosive, which could result in death or serious injury.
Removing Terminal Wires from Fuse Blocks. View interactive image. Remove exhaust control
fuse from cavities 3A 2 and 3B 3. You must recalibrate the ECM when installing this kit. Failure
to properly recalibrate the ECM can result in severe engine damage. Installation of this kit
requires a calibration update using Digital Technician. Failure to download calibration update
before starting motorcycle will result in ACR failure. After installing seat, pull upward on seat to
be sure it is locked in position. While riding, a loose seat can shift causing loss of control,
which could result in death or serious injury. Table 1. Position motorcycle on a suitable lift
following the instructions in the service manual. Remove seat according to the instructions in
the service manual. Refer to service manual to remove left saddlebag and side cover. WARNING
To prevent accidental vehicle start-up, which could cause death or serious injury, disconnect
negative - battery cable before proceeding. Disconnect battery cables, negative - battery cable
first. Remove fuel tank according to the instructions in the service manual. See Figure 1.
Remove electronic control module ECM assembly 1 from caddy located under seat area. See
Figure 2. Disconnect ECM harness connector 3 by pushing on tab 1 and rotating lock 2
clockwise. View interactive image 1. Remove fuse block from caddy. Cut and remove cable
straps as necessary. See Figure 3. Remove cover from main wire harness trough on the frame
backbone. Cut cable straps as necessary. Route overlay harness up and through main harness
trough and back to fuse block. See Figure 4. Remove fuel pump fuse 1 from fuse block. For
Later Models Only: a. Install exhaust control fuse into cavities 3E 4 and 3F 5. Install fuse block
to caddy and replace cable straps in original locations as necessary. Install original fuel pump
fuse and install fuse provided in kit to new circuit in fuse block cavities 3A and 3B. Cut cable

strap on ECM connector and remove cap from connector. Remove secondary lock following the
procedure in the service manual. Identify cavity 19 and remove plug. Refer to service manual for
procedure. If this is a service replacement of overlay harness, then use Micro Pack 64 Terminal
Remover to remove terminal in cavity Install secondary lock following the procedure in the
service manual. Install cap to ECM connector and install new cable strap. Reconnect to ECM.
Replace cable straps where previously removed and ACR harness as necessary. Allow slack in
ACR harness at cylinder heads for relative motion; otherwise cinch up extra lengths and
harness as needed to keep from rubbing on gas tank, battery box and frame. Replace cover on
main harness wiring trough and replace cable straps previously removed. Install fuse block to
caddy. Replace cable straps previously removed. Tighten battery box and fuse block caddy
screws to 8. Install fuel tank according to the instructions in the service manual. Install left side
cover and left saddlebag. Refer to service manual. Install seat according to the instructions in
the service manual. Start and run engine. Repeat several times to check for proper operation.
Electrical Connections:. J Rider and passenger safety depend upon the correct installation of
this kit. Use the appropriate service manual procedures. If the procedure is not within your
capabilities or you do not have the correct tools, have a Harley-Davidson dealer perform the
installation. Improper installation of this kit could result in death or serious injury. This
instruction sheet references service manual information. A service manual for your model
motorcycle is required for this installation and is available from a Harley-Davidson dealer. See
Figure 3 and Table 1. When servicing the fuel system, do not smoke or allow open flame or
sparks in the vicinity. Gasoline is extremely flammable and highly explosive, which could result
in death or serious injury. To prevent spray of fuel, purge system of high-pressure fuel before
supply line is disconnected. Wipe up spilled fuel immediately and dispose of rags in a suitable
manner. Install fuel sensor into fuel pump module oriented as shown and locating the base into
the mounting hole 4 of the fuel pump. Hold the fuel sensor against the mounting tab. Look at the
gap between the fuel hose and the sensor. The gap must be at least 1. If gap is too small or
there is contact between fuel hose and fuel sensor, rotate fuel filter approximately 3. If gap is
still too small, remove fuel sensor and bend mounting tab slightly away from fuel hose until gap
is sufficient. Look at the gap between the fuel sensor and fuel pump wiring. If necessary, move
wiring with a blunt tool, such as a screwdriver. Secure the fuel level sensor to the fuel pump
with screw 3. Tighten the screw enough to seat the fuel sensor against the mounting tab. Route
fuel level sensor wiring under fuel hose and connect fuel level sensor to the low fuel switch
connector on fuel pump module. If necessary use the jumper harness Figure 3 , item 3. See
Figure 2. Secure the fuel pump wires and connectors. View interactive image. Find fuel sender
resistor connector [B] located between the oil tank and frame near the seat pan. Disconnect the
fuel sensor resistor assembly [A] from connector [B]. Install wire jumper 8 to cavity 1 and 2 of
pin housing 7 and use seal pin 6 to plug remaining cavity 3. After installing seat, pull upward on
seat to be sure it is locked in position. While riding, a loose seat can shift causing loss of
control, which could result in death or serious injury. See the service manual and purge the fuel
supply line high-pressure gasoline, then disconnect the fuel supply line from the fuel pump
module. See the service manual and remove the low fuel level sender. See Figure 1. Install new
sensor as follows: a. View interactive image 1. See the service manual and install the fuel pump
and the new gasket included in the kit. Install wire jumper 8 as follows: a. Install pin housing
with wire jumper 8 into connector [B]. Secure the fuel gauge harness and orange wire to the
main harness with cable straps 4. Coil and secure excess harness and wire length. Molex MX
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